Want to explore in your own time?

Can’t join the photo walk? You can still be involved.

Enter your best Open Day photos by using #usydopenday and #thingsyoulearn by 5pm on Monday 29 August.

Use the map above to explore the photo walk locations in your own time.
There’s just as much to learn outside the lecture theatre as there is inside. Find out all about the famous locations and hidden gems on campus from some of our best student Instagrammers. Put your inspiration into practice on a guided photo walk and for the chance to win a host of University of Sydney prizes.

Meet our Insta All-Stars

11.30am – 12.15pm
New Law Building, Seminar Room 100 (follow the signs inside the building)

Some of the best things at uni happen outside the classroom. You may stumble upon our amazing new buildings, meet new friends, learn new skills, or just get to know more about yourself.

During this session, our students will talk about what they’ve learned at Sydney Uni, their favourite places on campus to take photos, and their tips and tricks for next-level Instagramming.

Kohki Yamaguchi @itzkohki
Iris Hwang @iris_sweets
Esera Yavuzehre @esraordinary
Eliese Ferdinands @elledchloe
Karen Lin @bohbabyitskaren
Matthew Ngai @matthewkngai
Lilo Peng @lilopeng

Join the photo walk

12.15 – 1.30pm
We will leave from the New Law Building, Seminar Room 100 (after the Insta All-Stars talk).

Join a team led by our student Instagrammers and head off on a guided walk of some of the most inspiring locations on campus. You’ll explore our famous Quadrangle followed by either the Graffiti Tunnel and the Sydney Nanoscience Hub or the Anderson Stuart Building and the New Law Building before meeting up at our amazing new Abercrombie Building for a group photo on its famous spiral staircase.

Tag the best photos you take on the walk with #usydinstameet and #thingsyoulearn to win.

Enter the competition

Follow @sydney_uni on Instagram

Post your best pics taken at Open Day or on the photo walk on Instagram using #usydinstameet and a caption including #thingsyoulearn before the competition deadline: Monday 29 August, 5pm.

Our student Insta All-Stars will choose winners based on the following categories.

- The things you learn about buildings and architecture: Think history, fun facts and viewing buildings on campus from fresh angles.

- The things you learn about yourself: Ask yourself – How do I feel about coming to uni? What did I learn from the photo walk or meeting new people? How do I feel about the future?

- The things you learn outside the classroom: Think life lessons, hands-on activities along Eastern Avenue, clubs and societies you can join at uni and the fun of campus life.

We will notify winners via Instagram by Wednesday 31 August, 5pm.

For entry examples see our Instagram page (@sydney_uni).